Objectives: The aim of the study was to confirm the value of the VALID-cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) risk score in predicting outcome and to assess its association with clinical response (CR) in an unselected real-world CRT population.
| INTRODUCTION
Cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) is a standard therapy for patients with systolic heart failure (HF) and prolonged QRS duration [1] [2] [3] The recognition that outcome is variable has prompted efforts to risk-stratify patients on the basis of pre-implantation assessments. The field of CRT demands a simple risk-stratification algorithm based on a few routinely available variables. Mortality in CRT has been associated with several preimplantation risk factors that predict mortality. However, most studies have focused on isolated risk factors and their effect on mortality. [4] [5] [6] The VALID-CRT risk score, which is based on routine, readily available, clinical variables, has proved to reliably predict long-term total and cardiovascular mortality in patients undergoing CRT. 7 The aim of the present study was to confirm in an unselected real-world CRT population, the value of the VALID-CRT risk score in predicting outcome, and to assess its association with clinical and echocardiographic response, to identify those patients who achieved a satisfactory "reverse remodeling" after CRT.
| METHODS
The CRT MOdular Registry (CRT MORE) (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT01573091) was a prospective, single-arm, multi-center cohort study designed to evaluate the association between baseline and implantation variables and the outcomes of patients in whom a CRT device has been implanted in accordance with current guidelines at the time of implantation. 8 Enrollment started in December 2011 and ended in November 2013. The design of the study has been published previously. 9 
| Risk-stratification algorithm
The VALID-CRT risk score 7 was constructed and validated on the following variables: age, gender, ICD back-up, atrial fibrillation, presence, or absence of atrioventricular junction ablation in the case of atrial fibrillation, ischemic etiology, diabetes, New York Heart Association (NYHA) class, and left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF). For analysis purpose, according with the VALID-CRT predictor index (PI) based on the quintiles of the patient's distribution, five groups of increasing risks were chosen to balance interest with adequate sample sizes.
First, we applied the VALID-CRT risk score cutoff to create five groups (quintiles Q1-Q5) according to the centile (≤20th; 21st-40th; 41st-60th; 61st-80th; ≥81st) of the PI. We then applied the VALID-CRT risk stratification model to CRT-MORE patients, calculating a specific PI for our study population, and creating five risk groups according to the centile (quintiles Q1-Q5). We used this specific CRT-MORE population-based PI to evaluate the ability to predict outcome and CRT response in the CRT-MORE population.
| End-points
The primary end-point of the study was all-cause death. Secondary endpoints were: (a) death from any cause and HF hospitalization, whichever In detail, the clinical response was assessed in accordance with a hierarchical composite criterion comprising live status, hospitalization for HF, and variations in NYHA functional class. Specifically, a positive response was attributed to patients who remained alive without any episode of HF hospitalization after 12 months of CRT delivery and showed an improvement in NYHA class or remained in NYHA class I or II. Patients who died or were hospitalized for signs of HF, showed worsening of their NYHA class or remained in NYHA class III or IV were classified as non-responders. LV reverse remodeling was evaluated by measuring the effect of CRT on LV end-systolic volume (LVESV) and on LVEF, by comparing the baseline value with that recorded at the 12-month follow-up examination of surviving patients, and by calculating the proportion of patients who displayed a relative reduction of 15% or more in LVESV and an absolute increase in LVEF of more than 5%. 
| Statistical analysis

| RESULTS
| Study population
The clinical characteristics of the study population are summarized in 
| Risk stratification according to VALID-CRT PI cutoff points
Risk stratification of the CRT-MORE population according to VALID-CRT PI cutoff points is reported in Table S1, Table S2 . On plotting the mean survival according to quintiles of the PI, a clear separation of curves emerged between the three highest quintiles and the two lowest quintiles (Figure 2A, B) (log-rank P < .0001; HR Q1-3 vs Q4-5:2.78; 95% CI 1.96-3.95). The same picture was reproduced on plotting survival free from death from any cause and hospitalization for HF ( Figure 3A ) (log-rank P < .0001; HR Q1-3 vs Q4-5:2.18; 95% CI 1.65-2.89), while on plotting only survival free from hospitalization for HF, the separation among the curves was less marked ( Figure 3B ), (P = .0483; HR Q1-3 vs Q4-5:1.56; 95% CI 1.01-2.42). The clinical response was significantly lower in pts with high-to-very high PI (Q4-5) than in pts with low-to-intermediate PI (Q1-3) (55% vs 79%, P < .0001), and declined as the PI increased (ranging from 85%-Q1-to 49%-Q5, Figure 4 ). By contrast, we did not find any association between PI and echocardiographic response (positive LVEF remodeling ranging from 53.5%-Q1 to 59.4%-Q5, positive LVESV remodeling ranging from 60.9%-Q1 to 55.6%-Q5, both with variable trend among quintiles, P = NS; Figure S5 ). demonstrated to be a novel, powerful predictor of cardiovascular mortality. 10 The SHFM, a multifactorial model that predicts mortality in patients with HF, 11 performed modestly when subjected to external multicenter validation in patients undergoing CRT, tending to overestimate survival. 12 Three other simple scores proved to readily predict survival after CRT. The EAARN score, a simple score based on LVEF, age, atrial fibrillation, renal dysfunction, and NYHA class IV had a significant add-on predictive effect with regard to mortality, but has not been externally validated. 13 The HF-CRT score, which combined clinical and readily available biomarker data, stratified CRT patients for HF progression and death. 14 Although our population comprised a lower percentage of patients in NYHA class III-IV (60.6% vs 77.5%) than the population used to derive and validate the VALID-CRT risk score, our application of this score revealed a clear separation of curves of survival from death and from the combination of death and hospitalization for HF between the three highest quintiles and the two lowest quintiles (Figures 2 and 3 ).
T A B L E 1 Demographics and baseline characteristics of the study population
| Value of risk-stratification algorithms in predicting clinical and echocardiographic response after CRT
While almost all previously published risk scores predict survival after CRT, none of them has so far been able to identify those patients who are most likely to respond to CRT. On applying the VALID-CRT risk score, we were able to select patients with a high-to-very high-risk profile, only 55% of whom had improved 12 months after implantation. These patients should not be excluded from receiving CRT therapy, but might require more intensive follow-up and more aggressive therapy than those with a low-risk profile, and probably should receive only a CRT-P for the high risk of death for HF.
We did not find any association between PI and echocardiographic response, in terms of either LVEF remodeling or LVESV remodeling. The ability of a clinical and echocardiographic score to predict left ventricular remodeling has never been assessed. Very recently, in a cohort of 491 patients, Vegh et al found that a score based on the pre-and post-implantation 12-lead surface ECG had an independent value in predicting reverse remodeling of the left ventricle and longterm survival free from HF hospitalization or transplantation. 16 This ECG score is based on QRS duration shortening, intrinsic deflection time and post-pacing change in R + S amplitude. The score is applicable regardless of the intrinsic conduction block pattern on baseline ECG, but seems to be more robust in patients with an a priori left bundle branch block (LBBB).
| Study limitations
The study has several potential limitations. First, as patients were followed up over an average of 1005 days, further studies will be needed to validate the longer-term consistency of the present results in terms of benefit from CRT therapy. Second, the echocardiographic response to CRT was not evaluated in a core laboratory. Nevertheless, the baseline and follow-up echocardiographic evaluations were performed by the same operator in each patient. Third, data on LVESV evaluation were available only for 62.9% of our population: this limitation could have prevented VALID CRT score to identify those patients who obtained reverse remodeling.
| CONCLUSIONS
The VALID-CRT risk-stratification algorithm reliably predicts outcome and CRT response after CRT in an unselected, real-world population and it may be useful in tailoring follow-up and treatment strategies in clinical practice. In particular, high-to-very high-risk profile patients should undergo intensive follow-up in order to improve their clinical response.
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